
From Books to Computers

Lighting the Office and Education 
environment. 
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Facility
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Why from books to computers?

Lighting the Office and Education 
environment have common task.

•Reading and Writing
•Social Communication

Seeing and Talking to people up close
Seeing and Talking to people from afar

•Room used for learning
Classrooms

Lecture Rooms

•Library
Book Stacks

Storage

•Corridors and Circulation



The Purpose of Lighting

Educational Facilities
The overarching goal of educational 
facility lighting is to provide a visual 
environment for both students and 
instructors that is supportive of the 
learning processes. 

This can be achieved only if the 
occupants can see their visual tasks 
accurately, quickly, and comfortably. 

Uniform horizontal illuminance 
throughout an educational facility does 
not necessarily ensure high levels of 
visual performance because of the 
great variety of visual tasks, including 
visual display terminal (VDT) tasks, 
found in a school. 

Lighting can make a school pleasant 
and attractive, reinforce feelings of 
spaciousness, delineate areas of 
different functions, stimulate learning, 
and improve behavior. 

Office Environment
Offices are designed to house working 
people engaged in thought and in a 
number of forms of communication 
(written, visual, telephone, computer, 
and face to face). Office lighting should 
enable workers to perform these tasks 
effectively. 

Since feelings of well-being, interest, 
and enthusiasm are affected by the 
environment, consideration should be 
given to the design of office interiors in 
an effort to achieve a stimulating work 
place. 

Office lighting affects the appearance of 
the space and its occupants, and 
therefore their mood and productivity. 

Naturally, lighting should provide good 
visibility for the visual tasks. 



The Basic Concepts



Office Lighting Design Issues



Office Lighting Design Issues



Educational Facility Design Issues



Educational Facility Design Issues



Room Reflectance: Classroom



Room Reflectance: Office



Room Reflectance









Luminous Ratios: Classroom

The brightnesses of the various surfaces in the normal field of view must be kept within accepted 
limits. 

When the eye fixates on a task, an adaptation level is established. As the eye shifts from one luminance, such as for a 
book, to another luminance, such as for the chalkboard, it must adapt to the new level. If there is much difference 
between the two levels, a period of time is required for the eye to adjust itself to the new situation, which can slow 

visual performance. Further, if the difference is great, discomfort and fatigue can be experienced. 



The Classroom (seminar or lecture room)



Luminous Ratios: Computer Workstation



Glare

Direct glare from windows and 
luminaries. 

Reflected glare on computer screen 
from ceiling luminaries. 



Glare



Energy Codes

Watts/SF

School / University 1.5
Library 1.5
Cafeteria 1.8



Lamp Control



Lamp Control



The Problem with Standard Lighting



The Office Troffer



Better 



Better 



Direct versus Indirect

In the last decade, during which personal computers have 
proliferated in the office, researchers have paid increased 
attention to lighting. Several studies have investigated the 
relationship of modern office lighting to the visual health, 
satisfaction and productivity of office workers. 

• The American Society of Interior Designers found that 68% of 
employees complain about the light in their offices. 

• A Silicon Valley study pointed out that 79% of VDT users 
want better lighting. 

• A 1989 Louis Harris survey, the Steelcase Office 
Environment index, revealed that workers think of eyestrain 
as the number one health hazard in the office—ahead of 
radiation, asbestos, even exposure to AIDS. 

This degree of dissatisfaction is difficult to ignore. It confirms 
the need to identify the best methods of lighting the 
computerized office. 



Direct Distribution: Troffer



Direct Distribution: Troffer



Direct Distribution: Alternate Toffers



Indirect Distribution: Pendant



Direct Distribution: Pendants



Combination Distribution



Combination Distribution



Private Office



Open Plan



Classroom



Corridor Lighting

Corridor illumination on the floor should be 
at least one-fifth the illuminance of the 
floor in adjacent areas. This illuminance 
is both safe and energy efficient and does 
not require major visual adaptation upon 
entering and leaving the corridor. 

Wall finish reflectances should equal or 
exceed those in adjacent areas. Linear 
luminaires oriented crosswise to the 
corridor generally make the narrow space 
appear wider. Continuous linear luminaires 
located adjacent to the side walls provide 
high wall brightness and can give a feeling 
of spaciousness. Corridors, which are 
paths of egress, must be provided with 
emergency lighting. 



Corridors



Lighting Whiteboards or Vertical Display



Lighting Whiteboards or Vertical Display



Asymmetric Distribution: Pendant



Asymmetric Distribution: Recessed



Asymmetric Distribution: Surface (above)



Task Lighting



Task Lighting



Book Stacks

• Bookstacks must be lit adequately so patrons can find books and also so 
staff can spend long hours shelving books without visual discomfort. 

• Evenness of illumination across the stack face is more important than 
achieving a high lighting level at any single point. More specifically, the 
lighting level should be no more than a 6-to-1 maximum-to-minimum ratio 
across the entire stack face. 

•Reading Stacks – 30fc horizontal (30in above the floor)

•Active Stacks – 30fc vertical (30in above the floor)

•In Active Stacks – 5fc vertical (30in above the floor)

Approaches to Stack Lighting

Parallel scheme, where rows of linear fixtures are located directly above the stack aisles 

Perpendicular scheme, where rows of fixtures run perpendicular to the stacks and stack 
aisles 

Indirect scheme, where lighting is aimed upward rather than downward, and is bounced 
off the ceiling. The resulting light is diffuse and non-directional. Therefore, the light 
fixtures can be arranged in almost any uniform geometry above the stacks. 



Book Stacks



Book Stacks



Laboratories



Laboratories



Laboratories



Lobbies and Reception

Reception areas are designed for people who are waiting for their appointments and, while 
waiting, reading or conversing with others. The lighting should be restful and yet provide enough 
illumination for reading. 

One way to provide a restful atmosphere without direct glare is by illuminating one or more of 
the walls. Another way is to light the ceiling and part of the walls. Accent lighting for pictures or 
for a piece of sculpture enlivens the appearance of the room. If there is a receptionist located in 
the area, the ambient illumination may need to be augmented, depending on the visual tasks 
involved. Care should also be taken to illuminate the receptionist's face, so as to make this 
person look approachable, and also to eliminate harsh shadows caused by the downlights 
directly overhead. Task lighting can be provided for people waiting in the reception area. 


